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A comprehensive and user-friendly guide to school law with a wholly unique question-and-answer

format.    Ã‚Â    Written in a user-friendly question-and-answer format that engages and encourages

readers, the new eighth edition of Teachers and the Law offers future educators a thorough and

wide-ranging understanding of United States public school law. Eliminating technical and

intimidating legal speak in favor of clear and simple explanations, this comprehensive school law

text provides school professions with the knowledge and tools they need to both understand legal

issues as they arise and to practice preventive law regardless of their legal background. Blending

the use of straightforward and easy-to-understand prose with real-life examples and case studies,

Teachers and the Law is a vital reference for those who are likely to face pressing school law

questions in their coming careers as educators.  Ã‚Â  The newest edition of this text highlights

current trends and decisions in the most recent areas of school law. New topics include

teachersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ controversial postings on the internet, the Teacher Liability Protection Act, peer

sexual harassment, disciplining students for cyber-bullying, recent restrictions on teachersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

academic freedom and personal life, protections for gay and lesbian students, and for

studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ freedom of religious and political expression.Ã‚Â  The eighth edition also

explains changes in affirmative action decisions, special education, and the likely changes in the No

Child Left Behind law.Ã‚Â  In addition, the most current edition divides the topic of freedom of

expression into two chapters to give readers an expanded understanding of this increasingly

controversial topic for both teachers and students.
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This text is a comprehensive look at laws pertaining to the field of education. It was a recommended

text for a class and although not required was really helpful. Although we were not required to

purchase the book we would be required to present on topics within it. Others in the class who did

not buy it continually asked to borrow my copy when their presentations were due.Since the other

text was provided in a bound copy for purchase in class and not too expensive I went ahead and

purchased this one. I hesitated due to the price. Much of the information is covered online if you

know what you are looking for but in this book it all in one location. I would recommended it to

anyone in education and especially in educational leadership. Or anyone who really wants to



understand the types of issues people in the field of education face.I was impressed by the amount

of information covered in one location, instead of downloading a bunch of stuff and trying to

organize it the authors did it for me.Although I would recommend I still do have some reservations

about the price.

I rarely fill out reviews, but this is one I feel strongly about. This book was easy to read and filled

with quick facts and no lengthy, drawn out legalese. I would definitely recommend it. As a matter of

fact I always return my books but am seriously considering keeping this one even though I'm done

with the course. It was a great purchase!

I ordered this book for class. It is a great synopsis of what every striving principal or teacher needs

to know before or during their time in education. It has everything that you will encounter while in the

principalship.

The law changes often and it is very easy to get sued for malfeasance or the like while teaching in

the public school arena. An up-to-date text for prospective teachers is vital so that they learn and

understand their rights and responsibility.

This is a book that teachers should read their first year teaching. Even as a 7th year teacher, I

learned a lot and it answered some questions I still had. You never stop learning and I truly learned

a lot from this text.

It's great!

Love how the author's organize this book. Considering it is a law book, it is informative the first time

through.

Book arrived as promised and in the expected condition.
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